What Are the Challenges of Ethnic Studies in the 21st Century?  9:00-10:15
Professor Greg Mark—Panel Chair. Dean Emeritus Otis Scott, Professor Emeritus Sam Rios, Professor Emeritus Frank LaPena, and Professor Elvia Ramirez, Skye Innerarity (Ethnic Ethnic major) and Fatima Castaneda (Ethnic Studies Alumni).

The Current Crisis in Higher Education 10:30 - Noon
Professor Eric Vega—Panel Chair. Professor Margarita Berta Avila (Education), Professor Stan Oden (Government), Professor Kevin Wehr (Sociology), Professor Wayne Maeda (Ethnic Studies), Alma Lopez (Ethnic Studies major), and Devin Yoshikawa (Ethnic Studies major).

Dr. David Covin Noon - 1:15
A Voyage of Discovery: Sacramento and the Politics of Ordinary Black People
Dean Charles Gossett –Welcome. Professor David Leon –Introductions
Book Signing to Follow the Lecture.

Honorable Cruz Reynoso 3:00 - 4:15
Change is Here! Ethnic Studies and the Transformation of America
Co-sponsored by the Sacramento State Serna Center
President Alexander Gonzalez—Welcome. Professor Eric Vega—Introductions
The Honorable Reynoso, former California Supreme Court Justice, will speak on the history of civil rights law and its connection to the expansion of democracy with a focus on the critical contributions of ethnic groups to American society.